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ABSTRACT  

The article describes the systems of goods delivery by the means of the unmanned aerial vehicles. the main goal of this 
work is the description of the multichannel systems of a goods delivery, that use the unmanned aerial vehicles, especially 
such their features as the functional differences, the classification, the types and the system’s parameters. in addition, 
authors provide us with the different types of the multichannel systems of a goods delivery that use the unmanned aerial 
vehicles modeling.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
The bulk of the economical tasks are connected with the systems of the mass service when, from the one side, many 
asking for some service appears in a moment and, from the other side, satisfying of those asking takes place. The last one 
depends on creating of the appropriate facilities, tools and logistics’ means. All this tasks are solved by the systems of 
goods and service delivery, which come to satisfy the costumer’s orders [1,2,3].  

So, the systems of goods delivery (SGD) provide a delivery of the different goods which have been dispatched by a 
provider to the destination point that have been chosen by a purchaser of these goods.  

The main tasks of SGD are: 

- defining the channels quantity for goods delivery; 

- defining the minimal quantity of means of delivery; 

- caring out the calculation of the minimal quantity of the goods’receiving and distributing posts.  

There is one channel and multichannel SGD [4], which are differ with the quantity of the means of a goods delivery. The 
last one can be presented by an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Under this abbreviation one should understand every 
unmanned aerial vehicle with no pilot (a crew) on the board and projected for solving the tasks which are typical for the 
unmanned aerial vehicles [5]. 

The current UAV systems are in the state of the stunning development, which causes the constant expansion of their 
implementation areas [6,7]. One of these domains can be presented by SGD because in this case UAV implementation 
can solve the significant bunch of transportation facilities problems [8,9]. The last one is typically presented by the 
imperfect facilities, the unbearable quality of transportation routes and their overload, a big distance between the 
receiving and distributing points, the unpredictable expenditure, etc. 

So, the goal of this article is the analyzing of SGD that base on UAV, the main functional features of the multichannel 
SGD that base on UAV and their classification. Also this article provides modeling of the parameters of the different 
types of SGD that base on UAV according to this classification [10,11,12]. 
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2. THE FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICITY OF THE MULTICHANNEL 
SYSTEMS OF A GOODS DELIVERY 

SGD divides onto one channel and multichannel systems, so a goods delivery is fulfilled by, in proportion, one or more 
than one UAV. This article reveals the results of a research of multichannel SGD that base on of UAV. This is important 
to know the next main flow of their functional specificity that are represented by: 

-  – the mean quantity of orders, that have been received in a multichannel SGD, 
- – the mean quantity of orders, that are currently in line, 
-  – the intensity of orders’ income in the multichannel SGD or the mean quantity of orders per a time unit, 
-  – the quantity of orders of a goods delivery in the multichannel SGD, 
- – the efficient intensity of the orders’ income in the multichannel SGD, 

-  – the places’ quantity in a queue, 

-  – the time of the one order fulfillment.  
 , (1) 

where  – the mean time of one unit of a goods delivery,  – the free of duty UAV quantity; 

- – the intensity of a service  

 , (2) 

- – the summered intensity of a channel’s load (the meanquantity of orders that come in per the time of the one order 
fulfillment) 

 , (3) 

-  – the probability of the service rejection. 

 , (4) 

The functional specificity and has got from probability (when a multichannel SGD has orders)10. In details: 

 , (5) 

 . (6) 

 

3. THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE MULTICHANNEL 
SYSTEMS OF A GOODS DELIVERY  

There are different ways to classify the multichannel SGD. On the fig. 1 is shown the principal scheme of the 
multichannel SGD’ classifications by the means of the different system’s flows. 
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Figure 1. The classification of SGD. 

From this picture we can see, that depending on the way of a delivery and the type of goods there are different types of 
the multichannel SGD [13,14, 27]: 

- the multichannel SGD with rejections– when the big quantity of the goods delivery orders come from the source 
of asking (a big intensity ) and the type of goods let us reject some orders’ delivery fulfillment; 

- the multichannel SGD with waiting – when the big quantity of goods delivery orders come from the source of 
asking (intensity ) and the type of goods do not let us reject some orders’ delivery fulfillment. This type of SGD is 
the most proximate to the real systems because even if the time of a delivery and the waiting lapse does not matter for 
some type of goods, the order’s rejections is not profitable from the commercial point of view [15,16]; 

- the multichannel SGD with an unlimited waiting time – when waiting and delivery time does not matter for 
some type of goods (for example, the heavy industry goods); 

- the multichannel SGD with limited waiting time – when waiting and delivery time does matter for some type of 
goods (for example, the food industry goods). This type of SGD is used, when delivery and waiting time influences the 
total price of an order; 

- the multichannel SGD with limited waiting time that is dependable on a site – when a stock of goods, that are 
waiting for a delivery and are keeping in a queue (for example, the goods with large size), contains their limited quantity;  

- the multichannel SGD with limited waiting time dependable on the time and a site or other parameters, when the 
minimization of delivery time, number or other parameters is important for some type of goods. This type of SGD is 
typical when waiting and delivery parameters influence the total price of an order [17,18,19, 24, 25, 26]. 
 

4. THE MULTICHANNEL SYSTEM OF A GOODS DELIVERY THAT 
HAS AN OPTION OF A REJECTION 

Let presume that a system has  service channels, a flow of the service orders has intensity , and service intensity is 
equal to . On fig. 2 is shown the graph of the states of a multichannel SGD that has option of rejection [19, 20, 21, 26]. 

 
Figure 2. The graph of the states of a multichannel SGD that has option of rejection. 

This system has the next states:  –all channels are free;  – one channel is busy, the other channels are 
free;  – two channels are busy, the other channels are free of service;  –  channels are busy, the other 

channels are free of service;  –all channels are busy and an order has got the service rejection. 
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The probability of the system: 

-  – the probability of the state  

 , (7) 

-  – the probability of the state  

 ,  (8) 

The multichannel SGD that has option of rejection is a group of delivery service stations, which provides the delivery of 
goods using 50 UAV. Those aerial vehicles can shift one another during the service providing. The income orders have 
intensity . The mean duration of service is hours [21,22]. 

Under this conditions the meaning of the probability of the channels charge can be defined on the base of formulas 
(7) and (8) and it reveals her dependency on the total intensity of channels charge and the quantity of goods delivery 
orders in SGD , that is shown on fig. 3. 

 
Figure 2. The dependency of the channels charge probability Pi on the total intensity of channels charge ρ and the quantity 
of a goods delivery orders in SGDi. 

 

As it is clear from the graph, the less the total intensity of channels charge  and the quantity of goods delivery orders 
in SGD  are, the more probability of channels’ full charge is. When the intensity and the orders quantity increase, 

the probabilities decreases and the last one softly increases when parameters and have maximal meaning. 

5. THE MULTICHANNEL SYSTEMS OF A GOODS DELIVERY THAT HAVE AN 
OPTION OF WAITING AND A LIMITED QUEUE'S LENGTH 

The multichannel SGD that have an option of waiting and a limited queue’s length comprise multichannel SGD that 
according to up-presented classification (fig. 1) have limited time of waiting for and strict sites of a delivery providing. 
This originates from the fact that the place of goods storing (a list number) and the time of an orderfulfillment are the 
crucial parameters of the SGD’ concept of “queue”. Let’s presume that we have service channels and the number of 
requests that come in system is limited by . 
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This situation can represent as the rejection frequency of a UAV is per a time unit. Service speed of a rejection for 
UAV is UAV per a time unit. It is forecasted, that a time when rejection appears and a delivery time are influenced by 
the Poisson distribution [11, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].  

In this math model the power of an order source fulfillment is limited. It happens in the situation when the all UAV are 
broken, so the technical source for a delivery providing is over. The graph of states of this SGD is presented on the fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4. The graph of states of a multichannel SGD that has a time of waiting and limited queue length. 

 

This SGD has the next functional states:  –all channels are free;  –one channel is busy, the other channels are 
free;  –two channels are busy, the other channels are free;  – channels are busy(all we have for service 
providing), there is no queue;  – channels are busy, the queue has only one order;  – the all channels are 
busy, the queue has orders. 

The system’s probability: 

-  – the probability of the state  

 ,  (9) 

-  – the probability of the state  

  (10) 

The mean number of orders that the queue has12: 

 , (11) 

So as no additional order can get in the system with the exceeded capacity of an orders’ queue processing, so 

 . (12) 

The previously marked stations can be imaged like the multichannel lSGD that has waiting time of the orders processing 
and a limited queue’s length. In this circumstance the meaning of channels occupation’s probability can be defined on 
the base of formulas (9) and (10) and his dependency on the total intensity of the channels’ load and the goods delivery 
order’s quantity in a SGD are shown on the fig. 5. 
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Figure 5. The dependency between the probability of channels occupation and the total intensity of channels 

occupation and the quantity of delivery orders in a SGD . 

As we see on the graph, the less are the total intensity of channels occupation and the quantity of delivery orders , 
the more probability is that channels are going to be busy. When the intensity and the orders number increase 

meaning the probability decreases under the condition of maximal meaning of and .  

The mean number of orders that are in the queue, can be defined on the base of the formulas (9) – (11) and the 

dependency between the total intensity of channels load and the quantity of SGD’ delivery orders can be founded 
out, what is presented on the fig.6. 

 
Figure 6. The dependency between the average number of orders that are in a queue and the total intensity of channels 

load together with the SGD’s quantity of the delivery orders . 

As it comes from the graph, the lower total intensity of channels load and the SGD’s quantity of delivery orders  are, 

the higher average number of orders that are in a queue, is. As the total quantity of the system’s UAV is 50 units, so 
the mean number of the fulfilled orders is in proportion to this quantity. As the intensity and the orders 

quantity increase, the mean number decreases when parameters and are maximal. 
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As it comes from the shown graph, when the lapse of an order fulfillment increases, the efficient frequency of orders 

income increases too, because of in this case the queue has more orders than one that is waiting for fulfillment. 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this article is presented the analyzing of SGD in case of UAV using, because the popularity of this kind of 
transportation is booming today, which extends the area of their implementation. The authors make a research of 
multichannel SGD or such systems, when goods delivery is provided by the means of more than one UAV. The 
specificity of a UAV is determined by the functional features of this means of transportation and the main of the last one 
are described in the article.  

The classification of multichannel SGD using UAV reveals such SGD’s types as the rejection type, the waiting time 
type; the queue’s length limited type and the unlimited time of waiting type. 

The authors provide the readers with modeling each SGD’s type. In case of multichannel SGD that have an option of 
rejections, it has come to be clear that the probability of the channel charges beginning from the maximal point under the 
minimal intensity of channels charges and the minimal SGD‘s orders quantity decrease with further soft increase under 
the condition of the maximal intensity and the quantity of orders.  

In case of SGD that has an option of waiting time and queue’s length limitedtype, the probability of channel charges and 
the mean number of orders in the queue beginning from maximal points under the minimal intensity of channels charges 
and the quantity of goods delivery’s orders in SGD decreases, when the intensity and quantity of orders are maximal. In 
addition, in case of this type of SGD the time increasing causes the increase of effective intensity of order’s income.  

The crucial task during the process of real SGD construction that first of all influences the general costs of transportation 
systems is the determination of the UAV quantity.  

The SGD’ income depends on the quantity of fulfilled orders per a delivery and this indicator can decrease in the case of 
the rejections of orders’ fulfillment, in case of the time of order fulfillment increasing and unneeded waiting the orders 
processing. During the SGD’ parameters calculations one should take in account the definition of UAV’s quantity so that 
the total intensity of a channel charge approximates the one grade of a scale. In this case UAV’s do not waste the time 
and the total time of waiting for the fulfilled order is negligible. The multichannel SGD are more attractive for practical 
realization than one channel transformational systems because this SGD are more flexible, can fulfill more orders per a 
time unit and more precisely reflect the work of the real systems. 
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